
Sorting Systems 

Spiral chute

Vertical conveying system

Control System

Core Automation Technology Equipment
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Our 4 Main Categories



Sorting System Series

The Houng Fuh sorter system has the advantages of excellent 
efficiency, 99.99% accuracy, flexibility and site utilization. It is a 
kind of sorting solution to achieve maximum economic benefits 
and high reliability. A wide range of goods can be sorted, 
weighing less than 5 grams, up to 50 kg; especially suitable for 
express express, e-commerce, supermarkets, airports, shoes, 
clothing, pharmaceutical, tires and other logistics sorting centers.

1. 99.99% accuracy, help you reduce the economic losses caused by sorting errors.
2. Efficient sorting, up to 12,000 pieces per hour in a single area, can be customized for  
   double-layer sorting.
3. The utilization rate of the site is high, which can reduce a considerable rental fee for you 
   every year.
4. It can be customized to meet the sorting needs of your industry and products.
5. Carriages for sorters are well stocked to meet the needs of emergency projects.

Product introduction Product Series

Five benefits can be brought to you

Slide Shoe Sorter

Cross belt Sorter

Steerable Wheel Sorter
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First released in Taiwan in 1991 and China in 2009, we have 30 years of 
experience in this product. Over the years we have invested further to improve 
its features, to make sure we are leaders in the market. Widely deployed in 
E-commerce, Express, Supermarket Retail, Pharmaceutical Industries.

Rich experience in logistics sorting industry

Technology leader in the industry 

99.99% sorting accuracy.

Personalized solutions for customers

Advantages

This solution has been deployed by many Express related customers, proven to 
be a mature solution that underwent the peak volumes of the year. The steerable 
wheel sorter is a highly efficient yet simple product that can be utilized for 
cartons/boxes/books/packages.

Sorting is accurate and has no impact on 

articles.

Easy to assemble and easy to maintain.

Flexible size and can adjust to different 

products

Synchronized drive

Flexible layout and small footprint

Advantages

Collaborative solution combining mechanical, electrical and IT solutions. Suitable 
for different logistic applications to improve efficiency and speed up the 
process.

Low energy consumption

Low noise level to 65-70 dB

One car two belts available

Speed switching and real-time tracking

Easy maintenance

Advantages

Slide Shoe Sorter

Cross Belt Sorter

Steerable Wheel Sorter

Spark your solution
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Flange type spiral chute
Zero energy consumption and high efficient products
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Spiral chute is a vertical energy-free transportation 

equipment for goods from a height. It is designed to be 

modular ized in production and assembly, so that 

customers gets a consistent product wherever they are in 

the world. Houng Fuh has completed more than 16000 

chutes since 2011, many are exported to European 

countries.

1. Help you to easily realize vertical transmission, more convenient and efficient.
2. No energy consumption, help you save electricity and human costs.
3. Convenient transportation and simple installation will save you labor, money and worry.
4. The system takes up less space to help you improve the efficiency of site utilization and 
   economic benefits.
5. Permanent use，Low maintenance cost

Product introduction
Product advantages

Five benefits can be brought to you

Modularization of products with high accuracy.

No energy consumpt ion, energy sav ing and 

environmental protection.

Flange installation, saving freight, beautiful and easy 

to install.

Compact structure, low installation space requirements 

and high site utilization.

Permanent use, low maintenance cost.



Continuous Vertical Conveying System

Vertical conveying system 
Logistics and transportation hub among the floors

Houng Fuh's continuous lifters are commonly used in conveyor 
system that require multi-level transport, including many references 
which works with sortation systems and distribution centers. These 
lifters are flexible in design and can have infeed /outfeeds according 
to customer requirement.( Z- type, C- type, E- type L type multi-outlet 
type etc.)It is suitable for plastic turnover box, paper packaging, 
tooling board, cylinder and various soft packaging.

1. Continuous high transport capacity, improvement in efficiency.

2. Strong applicability, multi-story handling.

3. The space utilization rate of the site increased.

4. Manpower cost is reduced.

Product introduction

Product advantages

Four benefits can be brought to you

Standard and modularized.

Ensures steady transport and efficiency.

Low cost and fast delivery.

Reliable safe operation.

Long lifespan.
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Reciprocating Type Vertical Conveying System
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Houng Fuh’s reciprocating lifters are key components to conveying 
systems that requires an automated process to transport goods both 
horizontally and vertically. They take heavier loads such as fully 
loaded pallets, and can deliver a high throughput while only requiring 
a small footprint. These lifters can be seen in many of our system 
integrator client applications.

1. Continuous handling in a short time to solve peak pressure.

2. Strong applicability, multi-storey arbitrary handling.

3. Continuous handling and automatic classification coexist.

4. The space utilization rate of the site increased.

5. Manpower cost is reduced.

Product introduction

Product advantages

Five benefits can be brought to you

Operating safety, using a number of safety 

measures.

Standard and modularized, low maintenance cost.

High throughput, large amount of handling in a 

short time.

Diversification of conveyor size.



With 40 years of industry experience and team of more than 100 

engineers, Houng Fuh is capable of handling PLC and control systems 

to satisfy customer needs. From systematic proposal to process design, 

we can control the equipment to your needs in every detail.

The brains inside our equipment
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Control System


